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GRADES K-2
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Class
Backyard Games

Description
Get outside and PLAY! Kickball, Dodgeball, Capture the Flag,
SPUD, and many more thrilling outside adventures are coming
to your school. Come out and have some good ol’ backyard fun
while building teamwork skills, gross motor skills and critical
thinking skills.

Builders

BEST SELLER
Calling all inventors, creators, builders, and designers! Come
build awesome creations with us! We will create our own
designs and build structures using recyclable materials, building
blocks, and many other interesting items. No skills necessary!
Skills gained: communication, problem-solving, reasoning,
developing creativity, and teamwork.

Dinosaur Discovery

Take an adventure back to the Jurassic Era where we will learn
about dinosaurs who roamed the Earth millions of years
ago. Uncover fascinating facts, build a dinosaur replica, and have
an archaeological dig as you explore your paleontological
skills. In Dinosaur Discovery, you will become a paleontologist
faster than Ornithomimids ran from a T-Rex!

Enchanted Engineering

Once upon a time, our favorite storybook characters found
themselves in sticky situations and we can help! Through
STEAM and Engineering principles, we will build a house to save
the three little pigs, create a compass for Hansel and Gretel, and
much more! In this hands-on class, children will discover how
they can save the world and create their very own enchanted
ending.

SUPPLY FEE
Infinity and Beyond

Journey Through the
Rainforest

5, 4, 3, 2, 1 blast off to a galaxy far, far away to learn about Earth
and the amazing solar system. Discover all things galactic such
as comets, planets, shooting stars, rockets, and more. Learn
about flight, the adventures of space travel, and participate in a
rocket launch!
NEW CLASS

Did you know 6% of the earth is covered by rainforest? Slither
with us through this diverse ecosystem as we explore the
animals, creatures, and unique environment of the rainforest!
Conduct experiments and create crafts focused on life in and
below the canopy.
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Little Yogis

Foster your strength and self-expression through yoga poses,
visual meditations, and breathing techniques. Through themebased sessions with interactive games, our yogis will explore
how to relate yoga practices to everyday life, allowing them to
take their yoga practice off the mat, into their daily lives, their
school classrooms, and their social interactions. Namaste!

Nature Makers

Science Palooza

SUPPLY FEE
Tastes Around the World

NEW CLASS

Ignite your passion for nature and wildlife as you learn about
this magnificent planet that we call home! Build, discover, and
explore with science experiments and hands-on creative art
activities all in the name of nature!

BEST SELLER
Discover, experiment, and create as we learn about the colliding
worlds of art and science in this STEAM-based class. We will
create simple machines, learn about crystals and minerals, and
dabble in the world of robots. Put on your lab coat and grab your
art supplies because this STEAM class will rock your world.
NEW CLASS

Explore the tastes of the world by visiting Italy to make tiramisu,
sailing to Mexico to create salsa, and cruising to France to bake
crepes. Pack your bags because this is an adventure that you do not
want to miss! Our chefs will mix, chop, and craft the classes away!

SUPPLY FEE
Upcycled Art

Whiz Kids

NEW CLASS

Up Cycle ‘trash’ and recyclable materials into creative creations
such as murals, decorative containers, and wearable art. Let
your creativity run wild, dream big, and help the environment
along the way as you stretch your artsy side.
BEST SELLER
Join us on a science discovery mission! We will explore the
world of chemistry, engineering, and earth science through
experiments and encounters. This program will enhance STEM
education philosophies with a big punch of fun. Join us for this
exciting journey into the world of science!

SUPPLY FEE
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SCHOOL BREAK CAMPS
ANY OF OUR AFTER-SCHOOL ENRICHMENT CLASSES OR A COMBINATION OF CLASSES CAN BE
USED AS FULL OR HALF-DAY SCHOOL BREAK CAMPS!
Grade Level

Camp

Description

PK
K-6

Celebrations Around the World

Grab your passport as we take a trip
around the world! We will explore
different countries and take a peek at
the celebrations that are special to
their people through art, music, games,
and fun! Pack your bags because this is
an adventure that you do not want to
miss!

PK
K-6

Gift Making

3-6

National Treasure Hunt

PK
K-6

Winter Wonderland

Are you a D-I-Y kind of kid? If so, we
have the camp for you! Join us for a
unique camp experience where you
will make and take one-of-a-kind gifts
for the special people on your list.
Don’t worry, we will even gift wrap
your special presents to keep them topsecret!
Feeling patriotic? Celebrate our nation
with the ultimate treasure hunt.
Unravel mysteries, crack clues, and
decode ciphers to unlock the secrets to
our nation’s history. Learn to solve a
variety of complex coded puzzles as
you delve deep into the symbols of our
past. Who will be the first to claim the
treasure?
Walk (or RUN!) to our Winter
Wonderland camp. Our journey will
include a stop to make gingerbread
houses, a sled full of reindeer games,
and a workshop of activities to keep
any elf busy and happy.
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TOTAL PROGRAM
MANAGEMENT
Total Program Management is a comprehensive solution where Little Scholars assumes
management of your after-school enrichment programs, eliminating the need for an in-house
volunteer or staff member to coordinate the program.
Little Scholars will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide an On-Site Coordinator who will oversee the program daily
Work with reputable vendors to create a schedule of classes to be offered
Create a registration page and provide your school a link for parents
Manage student registration
Create rosters for each class
Manage weekly attendance
Communicate with parents
Manage vendor payments

Little Scholars’ On-Site Coordinator will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Serve as the on-site presence once occupied by a volunteer or staff member
Provide rosters for every class and provide copies to each class teacher
Reconcile rosters using absentee and early dismissal lists
Assure a timely start to the program
Check in with teachers to ensure needs are met
Report any daily issues or concerns back to Little Scholars so that quick solutions can be
enacted
Supervise an orderly and safe dismissal
Ensure classrooms are returned to their original condition

Role of your school:
•

•
•
•

Market programs to students and their families:
o Send out email blasts promoting the programs and providing a link to register
o Send home flyers or stickers with students as a reminder to register
o Advertise programs via the school’s social media accounts
Determine scholarship offerings if applicable
Provide Little Scholars space at your school to run a successful program
Provide Little Scholars with a list of rules and procedures you wish to follow
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IN-SCHOOL FIELD TRIPS
AND
“DAY OFF” ENRICHMENT
PROGRAMS
Little Scholars provides In-School Field Trips to supplement your school’s curriculum by providing
small group instruction and an engaging learning experience for children in grades PK-8th.
•
•
•
•

Any of the enrichment programs can be In-School Field Trips
Students rotate through ‘stations’ to experience the curriculum
Sessions typically run for 90 minutes, but our programs can fit into any schedule
Schools can pick the lesson(s) of their choice

Little Scholars provides “Day Off” Enrichment Programs using any of the enrichment
programs. This is a wonderful addition to enhance your school’s offerings to parents on days when
the children are out of school such as holiday breaks, parent-teacher conference days, and teacherin-service days.
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